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Problem 1: (12 points)

You want to invest your money using two di�erent strategies: Some part will stay on your

bank aount, where it doesn't earn any interest; the rest is invested in some stok whih

during eah period with probability 1/2 eah is multiplied or divided by some onstant

a > 1.

a) Determine the vetor (X1, X2) of the random variables desribing this \market"!

b) By whih fator is your apital multiplied during eah period if you hoose some portfolio

b = (b1, b2) ?

) Determine the growth rate of this investment!

d) Determine all log optimal portfolios and their growth rate W∗
!

e) Desribe the asympoti behaviour of the growth rate Sn =
n∏

i=1

〈b,X〉 over n periods for

an arbitrary portfolio b !

f) Some fairy o�ers you a random variable Y suh that Y = 1 if both X1 ≥ 1 and X2 ≥ 1,

and Y = 0 otherwise. Whih optimal growth rate W∗∗
an you realize by using this

information?

g) Chek that W∗∗ −W∗ ≤ I(X;Y) !

Problem 2: (4 points)

Now you �nd a bank paying interest for your aount; during eah period your apital is

multiplied by some fator c > 1.

a) Whih are the log optimal portfolios for this situation?

b) Under what onditions does the log optimal portfolio put all the money on one of the two

alternatives?

Problem 3: (4 points)

A stok exhange desribed by the random variable X = (X1, . . . , Xm) with values in R
m
≥0

and probability distribution F, adds a fond is introdued as a new produt. This fonds

only ontains stok traded loally; cj ∈ [0, 1] is the part of stok j for j = 1, . . . ,m.

a) Whih random variables and whih probability distribution desribe the so extended stok

exhange?

b) Show that the optimal growth rate for the new stok exhange is the same as that for the

old one!
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